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Character Name


Level


Class Paragon Path Epic Destiny Total Experience Next Level


STR
Strength


CON
Constitution


INT
Intelligence


CHA
Charisma


WIS
Wisdom


DEX
Dexterity


Ability Score Mod Check
= MOD + ½ LEVEL


Ability Scores Defenses
AC


Armor Class


FORT
Fortitude


REF
Reflex


WILL
Will


10+½ LVL ABILITY CLASS ARMOR SHIELD ENH FEAT MISC


10+½ LVL ABILITY CLASS RACE ITEM ITEM FEAT MISC


10+½ LVL ABILITY CLASS RACE ITEM ITEM FEAT MISC


10+½ LVL ABILITY CLASS RACE ITEM ITEM FEAT MISC


Use the higher of each of the colored pairs of stats to determine Defenses


Player Name RPGA Number


Race Gender Size Height Weight Age Hair Eyes Alignment Deity


FeatsR ace Features Class Features


½ LVL DEX FEAT ITEM ITEM MISC


Initiative


BASE ARMOR CLASS FEAT ITEM MISC


SPECIAL MOVEMENT


Speed


Languages


SKILL NAME


Acrobatics
Arcana
Athletics
Bluff
Diplomacy
Dungeoneering
Endurance
Heal
History
Insight
Intimidate
Nature
Perception
Religion
Stealth
Streetwise
Thievery


1/2
LEVEL
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+5
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RACE


MISC
MOD


= + + + + -


ARMOR
PENALTYHit Points


Bloodied


1/2 HIT POINTS


Healing Surges
SURGE VALUE


BASE CON MOD MISC1/4 HP RACE FEAT


SURGES/DAY


Senses
Passive
Insight


SPECIAL SENSES


Background
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Skills
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Passive
Perception







Conditional Effects
Condition Source Action Type Frequency Description Book &


Page #


Attack Against You


Condition on You


Special Abilities


Enemy Condition or Action


Utility Powers Use Target Description Book &
Page #


BLOODIED


SURGES/DAYSURGE VALUE


CURRENT HP


SURGES USED


TEMPORARY HP SECOND WIND
DEATH SAVES


Hit Points
TOTAL HP


Fort


Ref


Will


AC Initiative


Speed


Attack Power Name Range Target Attack
vs.


Attack 
Bonus


Damage Description Weapon or 
Implement


Book &
Page #


Melee Basic Attack 1 creature AC Basic Melee PH 287


Ranged Basic Attack 1 creature AC Basic Ranged PH 287


Weapon or 
Implement


Total Hit 
Bonus


1/2 Level Ability 
mod


Profi-
ciency


Enhance Feat Class Misc Damage
Bonus


Ability
Mod


Enhance Feat Item Misc


Weapon and Implement To-Hit and Damage Calculations


Passive
Insight


Passive
Perception







Equipment Worn
Armor


ARMOR TYPE
SPEED


PENALTY
ENHANCE


BONUS WEIGHT
CHECK


PENALTY
BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


BASE
AC


Shield


SHIELD TYPE
REFLEX
BONUS WEIGHT


CHECK
PENALTY


BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


AC
BONUS


Head


WEIGHT


BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


Neck


WEIGHT


BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


Arms


WEIGHT


BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


Hands


WEIGHT


BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


Left Ring


WEIGHT


BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


Right Ring


WEIGHT


BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


Waist


WEIGHT


BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


Tattoo


WEIGHT


BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


Feet


WEIGHT


BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


Other Worn Item


WEIGHT


BOOK &
PAGE #
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PROPERTIES


Equipment Carried
Weapon or Implement


WEAPON TYPE
DAMAGE


DICE
ENHANCE


BONUS WEIGHT
RANGE or


REACH
BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


PROFI-
CIENCY


Weapon or Implement


WEAPON TYPE
DAMAGE


DICE
ENHANCE


BONUS WEIGHT
RANGE or


REACH
BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


PROFI-
CIENCY


Weapon or Implement


WEAPON TYPE
DAMAGE


DICE
ENHANCE


BONUS WEIGHT
RANGE or


REACH
BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


PROFI-
CIENCY


Weapon or Implement


WEAPON TYPE
DAMAGE


DICE
ENHANCE


BONUS WEIGHT
RANGE or


REACH
BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


PROFI-
CIENCY


Magic Item


WEIGHT


BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


Magic Item


WEIGHT


BOOK &
PAGE #


ITEM LEVEL


PROPERTIES


PLATINUM (100 GP))


GOLD (10 SP)


SILVER (10 CP)


COPPER


Valuables


General Equipment


NORMAL LOAD
STR x 10


HEAVY LOAD
STR x 20 (SLOWED)


MAXIMUM DRAG
STR x 50 (SLOWED)
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So why does a character sheet need instructions?  Because 
it’s not your typical D&D character sheet.  There are a few 
differences that require a bit of explanation.  When designing 
this sheet, my objective was to enhance ease of use during play, 
especially for players who are not as familiar with the system.  I 
used color in some places to improve clarity and make it easier 
to quickly distinguish one number from another. 


This sheet deliberately does not include any look-up tables for 
abilities in the game.  You will need the Dungeons & Dragons 
rulebooks or the D&D Character Builder to create and level a 
character.  


Page 1 - Your Character 
The details of who he or she is, and the fundamental informa-
tion on their abilities, skills, feats, class, race, and background.


Fill in the slots as indicated.  Tab should take you from one 
field to the next.  Calculated fields are read-only.  You can use 
the button in Reader that says “Highlight Fields” to show the 
areas that can be filled out.  When entering numbers, write 
them without a plus sign if they are positive; use a minus sign 
(i.e. -1) for negative values.  Hover over a field to pop up a 
tooltip.  Some of these will be more useful than others - some of 
the tooltips may need to be fixed or added. 


Abilities - fill in the total ability score including racial bonuses.  
For the mod, get the number from the Player’s Handbook or 
the Character Builder, and place it in the appropriate blank.  


Defenses - fill in the bonuses for items, feats, class, race, or 
miscellaneous.  There is no default ability for AC because it can 
vary depending on your armor and class.  


Hit Points - fill in the total in the circular area.  Some values are 
derived from this.  Fill in your bonuses to surge value and base 
surges per day, plus any modifiers to that.  


Speed - fill in the small boxes with your base speed plus any ap-
plicable modifiers.  The total will be calculated.  


Skills - place a “5” in the Trained column for each trained skill.  
Fill out as normal.


Zinovia’s 4th edition D&D Character Sheet 
Instructions


Features, Feats, and Background - in order to fill this out, you 
can either write it by hand after the sheet is printed, or use the 
Typewriter tool in Adobe Reader 9.  You can place a text field 
anywhere you like with the Typewriter, adjusting the font and 
line spacing to match the space available.  To access the type-
writer menu bar, go to View--> Toolbars --> Typewriter.  Fields 
created with the Typewriter can be resized, moved, edited, and 
deleted.  


Page 2 - Combat Summary 
Information which is typically needed in combat should all 
appear here.  There is an area to list attack powers, including all 
the appropriate to-hit and damage modifiers.  This is intended 
to just be a summary of the power.  Generally the full text will 
not fit.  Write down what is needed to use the power, and no 
more.  For example, you don’t usually need the damage formula 
to be written out.  Just total up your bonuses using the area at 
the bottom left of page 2, and write 1d10+5 for damage, rather 
than 1[W]+Str.  It has been my experience that if the formula 
is there, some people try to plug numbers into it, rather than 
looking at the summary of total damage.  


The Conditional Effects section is perhaps unique to this sheet.  
Characters have various abilities granted to them by their race, 
class, and items that are 
activated only under 
certain circumstances.
“When X happens, I can 
do Y”.  There are many 
of these abilities and it 
becomes all too easy to 
forget to use them.  


The goal for this section 
was to summarize all of 
them on one page, orga-
nized by triggers.  The 
triggers themselves are 
broken into types, which 
will hopefully make it 
easier to find your con-
ditional abilities.  You’ll 
need to use some judge-
ment in how you fill out 
this section, remember-
ing that the primary goal 


Attack Against You Source Action Type Use Description
Keyword Fear Race No Action At-will +5 to saves
Keyword Fire Race No Action At-will Resist 5
Forced Movement Race No Action At-will Reduce distance pushed by 1
Condition On You
Stunned or Dazed Item Immed Rxn Daily End effect
Bloodied Race Minor Encounter Gain +2 to damage rolls, and 


regeneration 2 while bloodied
Special Abilities
You dislike an attack roll you 
make


Race Free Action Encounter Reroll, using the second result 
even if lower


Use Encounter or Daily 
Invoker Power


Class No Action At-will on 
your turn


Push 1 affected enemy by 1 
square


Enemy Condition or Action
Enemy Marked by Aegis of 
Assault hits an ally


Class Immediate 
Reaction


At-will Teleport to a square adjacent to 
the triggering enemy and make 
a melee basic attack against it. 


Bloodied Race No Action At-will Gain +1 to hit that target


is for it to be easy to find relevant abilities during combat.  An 
example has been provided below.  


Page 3 - Items
Fill in a short description for each item.  Sections that are likely 
to be changed frequently, such as money, have no form fields 
associated with them as they are better filled out by hand.  


Bugs, Suggestions, or Comments
It is highly likely that there are mistakes with calculated fields, 
that the tab order is out of whack, tooltips are missing, or that 
I have forgotten items which should be on the sheet.  This is 
still a beta version of the sheet.  Please let me know if you find 
mistakes or have any recommendations so that I can improve 
future versions of it.   I can be reached as Zinovia on the Wiz-
ards of the Coast or ENWorld forums.  Thanks, and I hope you 
like it!  


Permission is hereby granted to copy the accompanying char-
acter sheet for personal use provided that credit is given to the 
original creator.  


“D&D” and “Dungeons & Dragons” are registered trademarks 
of Wizards of the Coast, Inc.







